ASSEMBLY GUIDE
STEP 85

THE T-34-85 IN DETAIL
Throughout its entire production span, several types of caterpillar tread were
installed on the T-34, comprising of, approximately 20 types of track. The T-34
and T-34-85 caterpillar tracks were, on the whole, similar in design but differed
in terms of external appearance and the ways in which they were manufactured,
being either drop-forged or injection-moulded.

O

riginally, the tracks were flat with a width of
550 mm. From 1941 onwards, a different design was
used on the exterior of the ST3 tank series, which
improved ground adhesion. This type of track was
unofficially known by the name “herringbone”. From 1942,
similar tracks – this time with a width of 500 mm – were also
produced by factory number 183.

By the end of 1942, earlier track models, such as the
so-called “waffle” design with maximum, were phased out
of production and replaced with a more elaborate external
design. There were, however, different versions of this track
type, including the Chelyabinsk “interim” model.

The tracks that were
manufactured between
1941 and 1943 weren’t
always interchangeable,
which led to particular
difficulties when using
them on combat vehicles.
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Take the set of tracks that were put together during
No.75. Place them end-to-end with the set put
together in Stage 2, positioning them as shown in
the drawing. Fasten in place with two DP screws.

085A
DP

085B
085A

1

Take the 8 track links (085A) and the 8 track links with
guide (085B) and put them in a row, alternating them
as shown in the drawing. Join one pair together and
fasten them with a DP screw on both ends.

CODE
NUMBER

COMPONENT NAME

QUANTITY

085A

Track link

8

085B

Track link with guide

8

DP

1.5 × 5mm screw

32 + 5*

075A

085B

075B

* includes spares
085A
085A

085B

DP

DP

DP

DP

085B

DP

DP

2

085A

085B

2

Do the same with
the remaining pieces
of track. Be sure to
alternate track lines (085A) and
track links with guide (085B).
Each pair should be secured
with DP screws.
In the next stage you’ll
finish assembling the right
caterpillar track.
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STEP 86

THE T-34-85 IN DETAIL
The most reliable Soviet tank radio fitted in the T-34-85 towards the end of
the war was the 9-RS.

T

he 9-RS is a short-wave, simplex, transceiver,
telephone radio which could also pick up telegraphic
continuous wave signals. The radio’s configuration
enabled it to be fine-tuned. The radio works using
a whip antenna with a height of 1-4m and has a signal range
(with a 4-metre antenna) of up to 18km when moving and
up to 25km when stationary.
However, the radio can work with both a 1m metal
antenna and a ‘trailing’ aerial antenna. In addition, the signal

range depends on the position of the trailing antenna,
i.e. whether it is projected towards the ground or upwards
or towards a particular object.
The 9-RS is designed as a single component, which
comprises a transmitter with an auxiliary oscillator, on the
chassis of which an RU-45A transformer is mounted, along
with an RSI-4T. The radio is protected by a case. The entire
unit is mounted onto columns with rubber buffers.

The radio is powered by
the on-board 12 and 24V
DC power supply.
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CODE
NUMBER

COMPONENT NAME

QUANTITY

086A

Main wheel inner

1

086B

Main wheel tyre

1

086C

Main wheel trunnion A left

1

086A
086B
086C

In the next stage
you will assemble and
fit all the wheels.

086A
086B

1

Mould the main wheel tyre (086B) onto the main wheel
inner (086A). Ensure that the tyre fits tightly and evenly
around the main wheel inner edge.

NB. Be sure to keep the main wheel trunnion A left (086C)
in a safe place as you will need it for the next stage.
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STEP 87

THE T-34-85 IN DETAIL
As part of the post-war overhaul of the T-34-85 tank, it was fitted with
the 10-RT-263 radio.

T

he 10-RT-263 radio is designed for bi-lateral
communication between tanks and other combat
vehicles both when moving and stationary.
The radio is a simplex, transceiver, telephonetelegraphic device.
When using a 4-metre whip antenna, where there is a lot
of interference from other radios in use, the 10-RT-263 has
a range of between 11-14km in summer and 15-20km in
winter when used in the day, while at night the range is 7-9km.
The radio is designed to work with a frequency range
of 3.75-6MHz. In this range the radio has

15 stabilised quartz frequencies, as well as a continuous
tuning function.
The radio has a transceiver scheme that enables the
transmitter and receiver to be simultaneously configured
to the same frequency.
Using the stabilised quartz frequency enables
the searchless handshake function to be used with the radio
and for communication without the need for fine-tuning with
any similar model of radio, operating on the same frequency.
The radio can be operated with the help of an ear piece
and headset directly through the radio as well as
through the TPU.
The radio is powered by
the on-board 12 and 24V
DC power supply.
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087B

087A

087C

LM

CODE
NUMBER

COMPONENT NAME

QUANTITY

087A

Main wheel outer

1

087B

Main wheel hub

1

087C

Main wheel tyre

1

087D

Large washer

1

087E

Small washer

1

LM

2.3 × 4mm screw

2 + 1*

3

Place the main wheel trunnion (086C), used in No. 86,
onto the screw pins next to the rear slot on the right
chassis A (082A). Ensure that the axis is positioned as
shown in the drawing. Place the small washer (087E) onto
the main wheel trunnion groove, then fasten it in place using
an LM screw.

* includes spare
087D

LM

087E

082A

1

082A

Mould the main wheel tyre (087C) onto the external
main wheel inner (086A). Ensure that the tyre fits tightly
and evenly around the main wheel outer edge.

086C

087E

086C
087E

4

Put the wheel from the kit onto the main wheel
trunnion (086C). Place the large washer (087D) onto
the centre of the wheel and fix it in place using an LM
screw on top of the washer.

086C
087A

LM

087C

087D

2

Place the main wheel outer (087A) onto the main
wheel inner (086A) so that the pins line up and fit
into the corresponding grooves.

087D

5

087A

086A

Securely fix the
armoured hood
onto the main
wheel hub (087B) and the
main wheel outer (087A)
in order to cover the screw.

087A
087B

087B
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STEP 88

THE T-34-85 IN DETAIL
The last time the tank was updated was in the 1960s. During this overhaul,
the tank was equipped with a P-123 radio, amongst other things.

T

he P-123 radio is a transceiver, telephonic, radio with
frequency modulation that enables the following
types of communication:
- Simplex telephone communication, from which
transmission and receipt of signals takes place alternately,
while switching between receipt and transmission and vice
versa that takes place through the switch device;
- Telephone communication with automatic
control of receiver and transmission signals through
vocal instruction from the operator (the switch
position for this type of work, which corresponds to

this type of communication, is outlined as “Duplex”
on the transceiver);
- Listening silence during prolonged use of the radio.
The radio is programmed to work with a whip antenna
with a height of 1-4m and guarantees communication within
a range of 8-20km.
The radio has 96 fixed frequencies within a 20-22.375 MHz
range, extending up to 25MHz. At any fixed frequency it
enables the searchless handshake function and free-fromfine-tuning communication. Transmission and receipt
of signals can be done using a sole frequency.

The radio can be operated
with the help of an ear
piece directly or through
the intercom system.
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Take the track set, which was assembled in stage
85 and place it end-to-end with the set that you
have just put together, alternating them as shown
in the drawing. Fasten them with two DP screws.

088A
DP

088B

1

Take the eight pieces of track link (088A) and eight
pieces of track link with guide horn (088B) and lay
them in a row, alternating between the two types as
shown in the drawing. Join the two pieces together and fix
them in place with a DP screw at both ends.

CODE
NUMBER

COMPONENT NAME

QUANTITY

088A

Track link

8

088B

Track link with guide

8

DP

1.5 × 5mm screw

32 + 5*

085A

088A

* includes spares

085B

088A
088A

088B

088B

DP

DP

DP
088B

DP

DP

2

088A

2

Do exactly the same with
the remaining track pieces.
Be sure to alternate the track link
pieces (088A) with the track link with
guide horn pieces (088B). Secure each pair
with a DP screw.

DP

088B

3

